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Abstract:  

The human life on planet highly depends on agriculture and 

management. The sensors can be utilized for smart agricultural 

management. So this study deeply reviews various sensors available 

that can be used for smart agricultural management. Remote sensor 

hubs are regularly minimal effort, low-control; little gadgets outfitted 

with sensors, information preparing and remote correspondence 

abilities. Step by step, these are getting to be plainly littler, less 

expensive, while all the more effective and more inescapable. Sensors 

of numerous kinds attempt to copy certain sense organs of living 

creatures talented by nature keeping in mind the end goal to associate 

with the environment [3].. Sensor innovation speaks to one of the 

developing zones of material science, hardware and biotechnologies, 

and is the one that can be used for the applications like Smart 

agriculture management. As of late sensors have been considered as 

an exceedingly potential field of logical research. Be that as it may, 

biosensors likewise have rising now days. The IoT sensors can be 

adequately utilized for water, transport, garbage, environment and so 

for smart farming that assumes an indispensable part being developed 

of the nation keeping in thought this paper clarifies about various 

sensors utilized as a part of the field for development and yield 

enhancement and smart management. .  This consist of guaranteeing 

standard methodology with latest advances as web about things with 

also remote sensor Networks could provoke farming modernization. 
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The words 'sensor' and 'transducer' are both broadly utilized as a part of the portrayal of 

estimating frameworks and IoT's(Internet of Things).A sensor is a gadget that measures a 

physical amount and changes over it into a flag which can be perused by an onlooker or by 

an instrument. For instance a thermocouple [1], Which changes over temperature to the yield 

voltage which can be sustained to an IoT framework. A sensor is a gadget that gets a boost 

and reacts with an electrical signal response .Sensors are utilized as a part of various fields of 

science and innovation. Numerous sensors are utilized as a part of agribusiness fields, 

sensors like physical sensors, dampness sensors, synthetic sensors, biosensors, and so on are 

utilized for assurance of harvests. The IoT sensors can be adequately utilized for water, 

transport, garbage, environment and so for farming 

 Sensors 

A word reference meaning of 'sensor' is a gadget that identifies an adjustment in a physical 

boost and transforms it into a flag which can be estimated or recorded. Another relating 

meaning of 'transducer' is 'a gadget that exchanges control starting with one framework then 

onto the next in the same or in the diverse shape [2]. A sensible qualification is to utilize 

'sensor' for the detecting component itself and 'transducer' for the detecting component with 

the related circuits. All transducers would subsequently contain a sensor and the greater part 

of the sensors likewise transducers. By and large terms, the transduction procedure includes 

the change of one type of vitality into another frame. A sensor is a gadget that distinguishes 

or measures an outer boost and records, shows or generally reacts to it [3]. As indicated by 

the idea of outside boost sensors can be of two essential composes viz. physical sensor and 

substance sensor. Every electrical transducer are comprehensively arranged under two 

classes, viz. dynamic and detached. Dynamic transducers are self-generators, working under 

vitality transformation standards. They create a comparable electrical yield motion without 

utilizing any outside vitality source. Sensors in farming and ranger service assume a vital part 

today. In farming , the requirement for expanding the generation and at the same time the 

endeavors for limiting the natural effect and for sparing costs make the sensor frameworks 

the best united device. The utilization of sensors misuses every accessible asset fittingly and 

to apply perilous items modestly. At the point when supplements in the dirt, moistness, sun 

based radiation, thickness of weeds and all components influencing the creation are known, 

this shows signs of improvement and the utilization of concoction items, for example, 

composts, herbicides and other contamination items can be diminished impressively. These 

exercises fall inside the developing zone known as Precision Agriculture. a great deal of 
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number of exercises is arranged towards wood creation or woodland inventories with the 

points of controlling parameters of intrigue, for example, width of trees, stature, crown 

tallness, bark thickness and different factors, for example, shade, stickiness, brightening, 

CO2transformation, where the social approval is of intrigue. in charge of changing over any 

physical wonder into an amount quantifiable by an information obtaining framework. Latent 

transducers work under vitality controlling standards. They rely on the adjustment in the 

electrical parameter like protection, inductance or capacitance excitation and requires 

optional electrical vitality from an outside source. A portion of the more typical transducers 

are talked about in underneath segments. system. Passive transducers work under vitality 

controlling standards. They rely on the adjustment in the electrical parameter like protection, 

inductance or capacitance excitation and requires auxiliary electrical vitality from an outside 

source. A portion of the more typical transducers are talked about in underneath segments.. 

 Physical sensor 

Physical sensor are for the most part estimating for physical amounts, for example, length, 

temperature weight, power, weight, sound and so on. It can be characterized as a gadget 

which react to physical property, called boost, and create a corresponding measurable 

electrical flag [4, 5].these sensors help agriculture system to maintain the physical property of 

the field. 

 Chemical sensor 

A gadget which reacts to a specific way by a synthetic response and that can be utilized for 

the quantitative or subjective assurance of the change is called compound sensor. Such sensor 

is worried about distinguishing and estimating a particular synthetic substance or set of 

chemicals [4].in the agriculture fields to maintain the chemical components in the pesticides 

sprinkled and fertilizers used. 

 Micro sensors 

Micro sensor are group of sensors that extremely small type and capable of picking up and 

relaying various environmental information. Such devices capable of  measuring biological, 

thermal, chemical, and other types of  relevant  data and send them to a processor, which then 

converts to a meaningful form to allow access to it for a variety of purposes [8]. The various 

Micro sensor devices types of accelerometers, , combo sensor, pressure sensor, gyroscope 

sensor, proximity sensor, humidity sensor and magnetic sensor etc available in market for 
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IoT. This categories of sensors can be used for air temperature, soil temperature at a different 

profundities, precipitation, leaf wetness, chlorophyll, wind speed, dew point temperature, 

wind heading, relative moistness, sun based radiation, and environmental weight are 

estimated and recorded at foreordained interims. This information is aggregated and sent 

remotely to a focal information lumberjack at customized interims. Their convenience and 

diminishing costs make climate stations alluring for ranches of all sizes. 

 Biosensor 

Biosensor is subset of synthetic sensor yet is regularly regarded as a different territory. It is 

an interdisciplinary territory with correct breaking points can't be characterized effortlessly 

[3]. Fundamentally the biosensor is an independent logical gadget which reacts specifically 

and reversibly to the focus or movement of synthetic types of natural examples, which 

implies any sensor physically or artificially worked in organic examples can be considered as 

a biosensor utilizing living segments or a result of living things for the estimation. Sensor 

range can be from extremely easy to the complex. They are characterized in light of their 

properties that what it quantifies, what are its determinations, what physical marvel it is 

detecting, what change strategy is utilized, what material it is made, and what is the field of 

utilization [3]. Any electrical transducer is a detecting gadget that a physical, mechanical or 

optical amount to be estimated and changed specifically with an instrument to an electrical 

voltage or current that is relative to the information measurand. 

 Commonly used sensors in Internet of Things (IoT) 

The large varieties and sort of sensors accessible in the market at show day. They are utilized 

for the change of nature of human way of life. The significance of IoT rises step by step, a 

sensor in its part is planned the estimation of physical outside jolt and records, demonstrates 

or reacts to it that can be perused by a client or another gadget. The most ordinarily utilized 

sensors in Internet of things are depicted in the accompanying. 
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Figure-1 Types of Sensors 
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Temperature sensors 

These are one of the common utilizing sensors that measure the temperature or warmth of a 

given medium. These sensors utilizes various methods for decide and evaluate the 

temperature. Some of the Temperature sensors required a physical contact with the object 

while others not require contact as they can distinguish fluid or gases that discharge brilliant 

vitality like emitting  radiant energy like spike in heat .Highly touchy semiconductors 

accessible in Market, which are sufficiently skilled to show slight variety in temperature 

[9,10] 

Proximity sensors 

Proximity sensors are the best to identify any sort of movement. They are widely using in 

applications such as security, safety, or efficiency. They are generally utilizing as , for 

example, security, wellbeing, or productivity. These sensors are utilized to find out Pets 

,Insects, Rats or any animal movement in agricultural field so it can utilize effectively in 

smart agriculture management. Closeness sensors utilizes electromagnetic radiation like radar 

signs to recognize movement or habitation. Proximity sensors have best use in numerous 

types industry [10,11]. The retailers utilize closeness sensors to discover region of the clients 

once they are close to their premises by sending them a few offers on their IoT gadgets. It 

additionally can be utilized as a part of stopping frameworks, exhibition halls, airplane 

terminals, and so forth. 

Pressure sensors 

Pressure sensors are utilized for estimating weight of a gas or fluid. Weight sensors changing 

over the physical power into an electrical signal. They are additionally can be successfully 

utilized for estimating different factors like speed and height or comparable circumstance 

somehow. Indicators and weight checks are the normal utilizing weight sensors utilized for 

IoT framework. Indicators are useful in climate estimating as it can give exact estimation of 

encompassing air. Weight checks are for the most part utilized as a part of mechanical 

destinations as it is useful for the monitoring of weight in shut environments. Pressure 

sensors are extreme answer for IoT gadgets as it can be utilized for different territories, for 

example, touch screen gadgets, bio medicinal gadgets, car systems and fabricating industry 

.Micro weight sensors are kind of little size sensors for the estimation of weight. The 
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principal small scale sensor was produced and utilized by industry preservative pressure 

sensors. 

 

Optical Sensors 

Optic detecting innovation is utilized to distinguish electromagnetic energies like light.It use 

idea of the photoelectric impact, says that there will be a launch of electrons, when a 

contrarily charged plate of some proper light-delicate material, is strike by a light emission. 

The electrons would then be able to be made to stream as a current from the plate nourish as a 

flag. The greatness of the electric current delivered is specifically corresponding to the light 

force or number of photons [9,10]. They can transmit, get, and change over light vitality into 

electrical flag. The fiber optic sensor IoT interface is associated with web and can collects 

various data for checking diverse parameters .These optical sensors generally use in various 

sorts advanced cameras which go about as one of the major physical gadgets of an IoT 

framework.. As they are uninvolved to all types of electrical interfaces, they are considered as 

the much adored sensors for IoT. Optical sensors are useful for vitality, social insurance, 

aviation, chemicals, natural IoT frameworks. Optical sensors can be perfect for conditions, 

for example, oil refineries, mining activities, pharmaceutical organizations, and compound 

enterprises because of its norisk segments[20] 

Fiber optic sensors 

Most remote detecting frameworks are intended to quantify photons. The indicator is most 

basic segment in any optical detecting framework. It use idea of the photoelectric impact, 

says that there will be a launch of electrons, when a contrarily charged plate of some suitable 

light-delicate material, is strike by a light emission. The electrons would then be able to be 

made to stream as a current from the plate bolster as a flag. The greatness of the electric 

current created is specifically relative to the light power or number of photons. The dynamic 

vitality of the discharged photoelectrons shifts with recurrence of the episode radiation. Be 

that as it may, distinctive materials has a limit wavelength at which the wonder begins and a 

more drawn out wavelength at which it ends.[13] . The previous two decades have seen a 

developing enthusiasm for the field of fiber-optic sensors. This pattern made by the advances 

made in the related fields like opto hardware and optical flag preparing and the far reaching 

utilization of optical fiber specialized gadgets in the media transmission industry caused 
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decrease in optical fiber sensor cost. So the optical fiber sensors have been produced for an 

assortment of utilizations in industry, solution, guard and research [14].Optical fiber sensor 

framework comprises of optical source, detecting component and optical locator . Data about 

the measurand is predominantly passed on in all optical fiber sensors by a difference in either 

polarization, stage, recurrence, power or can be mix of the above. The measurand like 

temperature, dislodging, or strain, and so forth can adjusts at least one optical parameters of 

the light, for example, power, stage, and adequacy. A returning fiber controls counter 

proliferating light to an optical identifier. This is then flag handled to give the estimation of 

the measurand 

Humidity sensor 

Humidity is the nearness of water in air. The measure of water vapor in air can influence 

human livings and numerous assembling forms. The nearness of water vapor likewise 

impacts different physical, concoction, and natural exercises and its estimation in enterprises 

is basic since it might influence the quality and cost of the item, the wellbeing and security of 

the staff. So humidity detecting is imperative in the control frameworks for modern 

procedures and human livings [8]. Controlling or checking of moistness is of imperative in 

numerous industrial, agriculture and residential applications. In semiconductor producing 

process, the moistness or dampness levels should be appropriately controlled and checked 

while wafer preparing. In medical science humidity control is required for respiratory 

supporting framework, sterilizers, hatcheries, pharmaceutical preparing and numerous other 

organic items. humidity sensor is additionally important in compound gas sanitization, dryers, 

broilers, paper, material creation and nourishment preparing industry. In horticulture 

estimation of mugginess is essential for plant insurance, such as dew control, soil dampness 

testing and checking. Residential applications requires humidity control for living condition 

in structures and for microwave stoves, and so on. So moistness sensors are utilized to give 

basic administrations in Agriculture field management. 

Accelerometer and gyroscope 

Accelerometer is utilized to distinguish vibration, tilt and straight speeding up. It is utilized 

for execution of pedometer, leveling, vibration alert, anti-burglary and that's only the tip of 

the iceberg. Whirligig is utilized to gauge rakish speed. Whirligig is for the most part utilized 

as a part of 3D mouse, games and competitor preparing [9].It has been generally utilizing for 

identifying any tilt in the position in the field, for example, Robotics and Industrial 
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mechanization. It can be used in Agriculture robots that supports the smart agriculture 

management. 

 

 

Airflow Sensors  

Air flow sensors in Agriculture field ensures the flow of air and eventually balances the 

amount of CO2,O2etc in Green House. Agricultural Weather Stations can measure soil air 

penetrability. Estimations can be made at particular areas or powerfully while in movement. 

The coveted yield is the weight required to push a foreordained measure of air into the 

ground at an endorsed profundity. 

 

 Choosing a sensor 

Factors that has to be considered when choosing a sensor [9,10] 

Accuracy - The statistical variation from the exact reading. 

Calibration - Required for most measuring systems since their readings will change over 

time. 

Cost of the sensor 

Environmental - Sensors typically have temperature and/or humidity limits. 

Range - Limits of measurement of the sensor. 

 

 Sensors application in agriculture 

Here are the various ways that accurately use above explained sensors in Smart agriculture 

management for cultivating crops:  

 Yield Monitoring frameworks are set on edit collecting vehicles, for example, 

consolidates and corn reapers. They give a product weight yield by time, 

separation, or GPS area estimated and recorded to inside 30cm.  
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 Yield Mapping utilizes spatial organize information from GPS sensors 

mounted on reaping hardware. Yield observing information is joined with the 

directions to make yield maps. Variable Rate Fertilizer application apparatuses 

utilize yield maps and maybe optical overviews of plant wellbeing controlled 

by hue to control granular, fluid, and vaporous manure materials. Variable rate 

controllers can either be physically controlled or naturally controlled utilizing 

an on-board PC guided by genuine GPS area.  

 Weed Mapping presently utilizes administrator translation and contribution to 

produce maps by rapidly denoting the area with a GPS recipient and data 

logger. The weed events would then be able to be covered with yield maps, 

manure maps, and splash maps. As visual acknowledgment frameworks 

enhance, the manual section will soon be supplanted via robotized, visual 

frameworks mounted to working gear[18].  

 Variable Spraying controllers turn herbicide shower blasts on and off, and 

redo the sum (and mix) of the splash connected. When weed areas are 

distinguished and mapped, the volume and blend of the splash can be resolved.  

 Topography and Boundaries can be recorded utilizing high-accuracy GPS, 

which takes into account an extremely exact topographic portrayal to be made 

of any field. These accuracy maps are helpful when translating yield maps and 

weed maps. Field limits, existing streets, and wetlands can be precisely 

situated to help in cultivate arranging.  

 Salinity Mapping is finished with a saltiness meter on a sled towed crosswise 

over fields influenced by saltiness. Saltiness mapping translates new issues 

and additionally change in saltiness after some time.  

 Guidance Systems can precisely position a moving vehicle inside 30cm or 

less utilizing GPS. Direction frameworks swap regular hardware for splashing 

or seeding. Self-ruling vehicles are at present a work in progress and will 

probably be put into utilization in the exact not so distant future. 
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SL 

No. 
Sensors Application 

1 Air Pollution 
Monitoring of CO2or CO emissions of factories , 

Vehicles and toxic gases generated in farms. 

2 Forest Fire Detection 

Monitoring of combustion gases and fire 

conditions in Agriculture farms near to Forest 

areas 

3 Farmer Care 
Vital  health signs monitoring during working in 

field 

4 Structural Health 

Monitoring of vibrations and  other material 

conditions in buildings ,bridges and other 

monuments in fields 

5 Agricultural Engineering 
Monitoring soil moisture and  Humidity and 

Temperature for healthy vegetation 

6 Offspring Care 
Control of growing conditions of the offspring in 

animal farms for its better survival and health 

7 Water Quality 
Analysis of water quality and  suitability in rivers 

and the sea for fauna and checking for drinkable  

8 Quality of Shipment Conditions 
Monitoring of vibrations ,Cracks, strokes, 

containers opening in supply  chain maintenance 

9 Waste Management For better waste management  

10 Smartphones Detection 

Detection of  smartphones  or any devices and in 

general any device which works with Wi-Fi or 

Bluetooth interfaces etc. 

11 Perimeter Access Control 
Access control for restricted areas and detection 

of people in non-authorized areas 

12 Electromagnetic Levels 
Measurement of the energy radiated by Radio 

stations or Cell towers and Wi-Fi routes 

13 Smart Parking 
Monitoring of vehicle parking spaces availability 

in the field and congestion avoidance 

14 Radiation Levels 

Measurement and analysis of radiation levels in 

nuclear power stations surroundings to generate 

any leakage alerts 
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Table 1.0 Some suggestions of Sensors based on the analysis and testing in smart agricultural 

management 

 

Conclusion and Future work 

The IoT sensors can be successfully utilized for Agriculture management effectively and so 

forth administration in Smart agriculture areas Sensor innovation will discover numerous 

more application in Smart agriculture administration in future. So this territory requires 

additionally inquire about in IoT sensors and availability. Sensors are one of the rising 

territories of material science, hardware and biotechnologies, and is the one that has most 

incredibly abused by the developments in the individual networks 

Fig3: One model of smart agriculture 

 

 

15 Water Leakages 
Detection of liquid presence roads, Tanks, Pipe 

leak and canal overflow etc. 
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Here we have clearly analyzed in detail about various type of sensors available for smart 

agriculture. In future, we want to study by implementing these type of IOT sensors for smart 

agricultural management in crop cultivation for the arid environment in Mysuru district  
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